Saskatchewan Co-operative Association
presents

The Co-operators: A Sustainable Future
In recent years, sustainability has
become something of a trend in the
world of business. Companies of all
sorts have publicly committed themselves to the sustainability concept. For
co-operatives, sustainability is anything
but a new concept. In fact, the principles
of sustainability align naturally with
co-operative values.
Co-ops have always been driven by
the objective of improving services to
members and building the long-term
value of the enterprise for the benefit of
future generations. They meet unsatisfied needs and make positive contributions to their communities. They
empower individuals and create more
equitable and inclusive societies.

Co-operatives around the world
operate according to the same core
principles and values; believing in
honesty, openness, inclusivity, voice and
social responsibility.
The Co-operators Community Investment Vision focuses on three Sustainability areas:
1. Environmental sustainability –
protecting our communities
2. Economic Sustainability – building
a co-operative economy
3. Social Sustainability – creating a
resilient, safe, and healthy future
What is The Co-operators doing
in these areas? In Saskatchewan, The
Co-operators is committed to building
sustainable communities through its

community partnerships. Here are just
a few snippets.
A partnership with the Regina Food
Bank, through funding and employee
volunteers, helps divert hundreds of
thousands of pounds from the landfill
each year. The Reclamation program
takes non-food products such as health
and beauty items, cleaning supplies and
small housewares items that it receives
from retail outlets and redistributes
it to non-profit organizations in the
province. This allows charitable organizations to put the savings directly back
into their own programs. Without the
Reclamation program, the environment
loses and so do the charities.
What better way to get children to

understand environmental issues but
through hands-on activities. The Cooperators has a long-term partnership
with the Saskatchewan Science Centre
and its month-long environmental
awareness program. The program
educates and engages hundreds of
children each year. Also exciting is the
partnership encourages action. Teachers
and students from all over Saskatchewan
are invited to provide information
about their environmental projects for
a chance to win cash awards to support
their activities further.
For the past six years, The Cooperators has supported an internaCONTINUED 
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tional volunteer program. Recently, one
Co-operators employee volunteered for
three weeks in the Philippines. In this
time she worked with a co-operative
helping to strengthen the capacity to
provide insurance to the poor and at
the same time helping to build a cooperative economy.
Sustainable communities need
healthy and strong children. The
Hospital of Regina’s Eberle and Friends
events, which The Co-operators has
actively been involved with for the past
four years has raised over $1.2 million
dollars. The proceeds from this year’s
event went to the newly created Children’s High Acuity Area which is the
first step towards creating an integrated
Children’s Health Centre for southern
Saskatchewan’s 115,000 children.
The Co-operators unique Cuddlers
Program also helps to strengthen the
health of children in the community.
Now in its 9th year, the program links
Co-operators volunteers with the
neo-natal unit in Regina. Co-operators
employees commit six months and use
their company-paid volunteer days to
make a real difference by providing care
to tiny and fragile babies for two hours a
week. The Co-operators Cuddlers video
has been viewed over 5200 times on You
Tube.
We all know that youth are our future
leaders and that they need to be able to
grow and learn in safe environments.
The Red Cross’s RespectED: Violence
& Abuse Prevention program plays a
very important role with this and The
Co-operators has be supporting the
program for many years. The program
trains youth leaders to deliver messages
on bullying prevention and respect to
other children and youth. Last year,
over 2,000 children received classroom
presentations on bullying prevention.
In 2015 The Co-operators is partnering
with the Red Cross to help them expand
the outreach to youth through their
Youth Symposiums. It will be the largest,
in-depth training for youth undertaken
in Canada by the Red Cross.
From its product offerings to its
corporate giving, its advocacy efforts
to its operations, The Co-operators is
bringing co-op principles to life and
contributing to the sustainability of our
communities. However, collaboration
among many different groups will be
required to address the many complex
and systemic sustainability issues in our
communities. Who better to lead than
co-operatives—co-operation is who
they are and what they do. •
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One of a Kind:
Farmer Direct Co-op
Over on Victoria Avenue in Regina
there is a little, 100-year-old brick
duplex with a purple door and a wooden
porch. Sound modest? Well, it carries its
fame lightly.
It is home base for a network of 60
farms (most in Saskatchewan, but a few
in Alberta and Manitoba) that choose to
work to some of the highest standards
known in Canada.
All are family-owned and operated
- some for over three generations. All
are certified organic, according to a
stringent and annual third-party audit.
And all are committed to providing
their owners and employees with a
decent living.
Together they form Farmer Direct
Co-operative (FDC). Thanks to FDC’s
capacity to brand a product line with
this triple-whammy, and get it to
market, business is blossoming.
The demand for organic foods has
tripled in the last nine years, but it is
still remarkably scattered and diverse.
Canadians consumed close to $4 billion
of organic food in 2013, but that was
still only 1.7% of total food sales.
So there’s a lot of money getting spent
on organics, but the consumers are
located all over the place. Their preferences are all over the place, too. Some
want certified organic. Some want it
gluten-free. Some want it local. Some
want to know it comes from familyowned farms. Some don’t. And so on.
Such a complex market spells doom
to small farmers with a big sense of
social and environmental responsibility. (FDC members farm an average

of 1,000-2,500 acres.) Even if you find
some buyers, it’s extremely difficult
to offer them a “product line” that is
sufficient in quantity, uniform in quality,
and reasonable in price. You end up
scraping by, at best.
FDC itself scraped by for a good
while. Founded in 2002 with three
organic family farms, its annual sales
were $4.6 million ten years later. Things
were about to change, though.
2012 was the year FDC launched a
retail brand of triple-barreled products:
farmer-owned, certified organic, and
certified “fairDeal.”
This last was the newbee. It was a
promise to consumers that FDC would
keep a promise to its members. Each
would receive a margin on sales sufficient to cover the cost of production,
plus living wages for farmer and farmworkers, plus profit for reinvestment in
the farm or community. In other words,
consumers could rest assured that
they were buying a) something good
for them, b) something good for the
environment, and c) something good for
the producers of a) and b).
It was not an empty claim. FDC first
received domestic fair trade certification
in 2011 from an exacting organization
called the Agricultural Justice Project.
But would consumers care? As it
turned out, they do, and in increasing
numbers.
The year after the brand launch,
total sales rose to $6.5 million, and in
2014/15 to $8.2 million. Sales of organic
bulk grains make up a lot of that growth.
But the real jolt ($3.5 million of the
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2014/15 total) has been due to the new
FDC brand. In the last three years the
Co-op has seen both its product line
and its range of buyers take off.
FDC’s bulk grains (rolled oats and
barley), pulses (lentils and peas), and
oilseeds (brown and gold flax and
hempseed) are now resold in dozens of
retail chains. Since 2013 that includes
Whole Foods Market, which has over
400 stores across the USA, and now
is entering Canada and the UK. Connections with multiple organic food
distributors widens the market even
further.
This infrastructure does not come
cheap. FDC has a total of ten staff
(nine full-time, one part-time) and two
consultants to manage sales, marketing,
logistics, and strategic development.
One staff member’s entire job is to manage the Co-op’s various organic, kosher,
and fairDeal certifications, which takes
constant monitoring.
Another cost to cover is research.
FDC is a learning organization. While
Co-op members are uncompromising
in their organic standards, they are
not farming like it’s 1910. What they
are after is a renewal of many traditional farm practices, supplemented by
science-based innovation.
Composting, manuring, and crop
rotation, are excellent for soil health,
for example. But soil testing enables a
farmer to identify the minerals that the
land is lacking, and to correct the shortage. Electronic-eye weed cultivation
is another example. It’s proving a very

effective way to control weeds without
endangering soil quality.
“The important thing,” says FDC
manager Jason Freeman, “is to mix the
old with the new.”
“Enough already,” you reply, “Do
FDC products cost more than stuff from
conventional farms?”
Well, it depends a bit on how you
cook. If you buy bulk and cook your
lentil soup from scratch, FDC’s product
line is not going to affect your grocery
bill.
If you would sooner used processed
organics – yes, they’ll cost more. But
you’ll have the satisfaction of knowing
that you are paying a fair price for a
quality product, grown in soil that is
richer because of the way it’s farmed.
You’re paying to replenish and expand
our capacity to feed ourselves properly,
instead of paying less – for the exact
opposite.
Now there’s a bargain for you.
Photo caption: In Somerset (MB),
Jeremiah Evans shows inspectors his
“Robocrop,” an electronic-eye weed
cultivator. Whole Foods named FDC
a 2014 “Supplier of the Year” for its
Dedication to Responsible Sourcing.
It recognizes FDC’s rigorous efforts to
ensure that the producers of organic
food receive a living wage. •
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Good Things at
Crocus Co-op
When you hire the work crew from
Crocus Co-operative, good things
happen.
For one thing, you get a job done
well. Your yard gets cleaned up, your
stuff gets moved, or your snow gets
ploughed, promptly, efficiently, and affordably. Crocus sends out three to four
crews Monday to Friday, fully equipped
for the job at hand, and serves as many
as 25 clients a week. Phone Crocus, and
they’re generally on your job within
three days.
For another thing, you’re helping
people – mostly men, all living with
mental health issues - get anchored.
That’s not just a ton of leaves or snow
you’ve got there. It is an opportunity for
guys to experience routine, accomplishment, fellowship, and obligation to others. They get to live “normally” for a bit,
and that can be extremely therapeutic.
It’s not suitable for every Crocus
member. The Co-op has perhaps 2,000.
Of them, about 4-500 drop by the plant
in Riversdale, Saskatoon at least once
a month for a coffee, a meal, or a chat.
For most it is a place to go to, hang out,
and find some respect, whatever their
current state of health.
Maybe 60 are ready for what Crocus’s
Transitional Employment Program has
to offer: 19-20 hours of work a month at
slightly more than minimum wage, and
a paycheque. So they can make as much
as $200 to spend at their own discretion,
without jeopardizing their monthly
disability payments.
What program participants also
know, however, is that the majority of
the revenue from contracts is retained

by the Co-op. With their labour, they
are giving back to the place that they,
and previous members, have been creating since 1983.
Work crew contracts now bring in a
substantial segment of Crocus’s annual
revenue – second only to its allocation
from the Saskatoon Health Region.
More even than a very generous grant
from United Way.
Contracts tend to be small, non-commercial, and for private citizens. Still,
they add up. In 2010, contract revenue
enabled Crocus to move out of a rental
and buy and renovate 7,000 square feet
at the corner of Avenue B South and 21
Street West. That wasn’t a decision that
others made “for” the members. 51% of
the seats on Crocus’s board are reserved
for consumers of mental health services.
They made the decision for themselves.
Let’s look at the Transitional Employment Program from the standpoint of
one guy, who we’ll call Dave.
It was Dave’s parole officer who referred him to the program. Dave had no
money, so his support circle gave him
the $1 to pay the co-op membership fee.
He was eager to get back to work. But he
also needed an environment that would
welcome him to work when he felt up to
it, and let him pass on it when he didn’t.
That’s what he found at Crocus.
In the last three years Dave’s grown
into a very dependable worker. He still
stresses about money, but not as much
as before. Now he can participate in
things that he couldn’t afford otherwise,
like eating meal in a restaurant or using
a car. He’s also learned how to relate to
other workers and to the customers. “I

Goldenrod Land Co-op
A working circle of friends thriving through
the care of the land that provides for family
and community.

goldenrodlandcoop.weebly.com

A CROCUS CO-OPERATIVE WORK CREW GETS EQUIPMENT READY TO GO. PHOTO COURTESY OF CROCUS CO-OPERATIVE.

do what I need to do,” he says, “If other
people are difficult or having a hard
time I can pick up the slack. I’m making
a good name for myself. Being involved
in the work program might open a new
door for me.”
When you come right down to it
though, the money and the skills are
secondary. What really matters to Dave
are the friendships and the Co-op itself.
“I want Crocus to have a good name. I
am working for Crocus, not just myself.”
Some members, once they have done
their 20 hours, even do some more
for free, knowing the good it does the
Co-op.
Which leads to an interesting question, in this age of small government
and budget surpluses. Should Crocus
diversify and expand its money-making,
and reduce its dependence on the public
purse even further?
What a tempting thought. An organization that wasn’t a co-op just might rise
to the bait.
But Crocus members recognize that

financial independence is not the goal
of the Co-op’s business side. Its ultimate
purpose – like everything else – is
to improve the members’ health and
well-being. Making some money serves
that purpose. Getting focused on money
will not.
Now if that’s not a sign of people
exercising control over their lives, I don’t
know what is.
Crocus Co-op has earned the respect
of Corrections Canada and Saskatchewan Health. Yet it remains one of Saskatoon’s best-kept secrets. Now you’re in
on it, and maybe your yardful of leaves
doesn’t look so bad after all… •
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Climbing the Co-op
Learning Curve
You’d be hard-pressed to find a more
stubborn bunch of private businessmen
than this.
Fox Monroe is an auto-wrecker.
Lester, Dearyle, and Andrew Bear are
mechanics. So are BJ Sorenson and Tony
Dreaver. Norris Bear is a bookkeeper.
They’re all from Muskoday First Nation and they’re all used to being their
own bosses. But the market for automotive repair has gone sideways in the last
ten years. The sophistication under the
hood of the modern vehicle is funnelling a lot of business away from rural
areas to big outfits with high overheads
in Melfort, Prince Albert, and Saskatoon. Small shops are getting scarce.

Making a

Each of the guys has been getting by,
doing home-based automotive repair
or auto salvage on a demand basis.
But lacking a garage, each was limited
in his range of services, especially in
the winter. Individually, they couldn’t
afford an insulated garage. Together,
they probably could – if there was still a
market there. Was there?
They undertook a survey of their
surroundings. They found that people
would be very interested in bringing
their vehicles to them – if the repair or
service was qualified, affordable, and
available all year round. For sure, some
residents would take their vehicle to a
larger shop for warranty work or for

in the
where we

community
work and play.

At The Co-operators, we’re committed to helping out where we can,
in ways that truly make a difference. That’s why we’re proud to
support initiatives that help make our community a better, healthier,
and sustainable place to live.
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sophisticated diagnostics and repair.
However, most of the things people
wanted done were within the scope
of the group’s abilities, given the right
facility.
Which is why these seven die-hard
private businessmen have decided to
form a worker co-operative.
They’re not interested in a “partnership” – it offers too little structure for
group decision-making. They’re not
interested in a Band-run enterprise either – it offers too little independence of
action. No offence, but they want to run
their own show, dammit: First Nation
Repair Workers Co-operative.
The learning curve has been steep. As
Fox will tell you, to form a co-op, they
have had to jump through many, many
more “hoops” than a simple proprietorship requires. In addition to articles of
incorporation and bylaws to complete,
there are principles and procedures of
co-operation to master. They have to
create a business structure that will turn
a compelling slogan – “Together, we are
stronger” – into a daily routine.
The most prominent aspect of that
structure is the garage itself.
They are imagining a 2400-squarefoot, single-story, wood-frame building
with steel cladding. It will have propane
heat and sit on a concrete pad insulated
to today’s standards. There will be
three bays, two pneumatic hoists, and
all the tools and equipment needed to
maintain and repair both motor vehicles
and anything that uses a small engine,
like boats and lawnmowers. Used parts
acquired from auto salvage will be
stored and resold. An adjoining lot will
be reserved for used car sales. The third
bay will be made available for rent to
outside parties.
In other words, they picture something just big enough to permit the
seven of them to work singly or in teams
on diverse contracts, 12 months of the
year.
The foregoing is not idle speculation.
These are specifications that Fox and
the others nailed down over the past

12 months with the assistance of the
Saskatchewan Co-operative Association.
Clear from the start was that an
adequate facility would require that
First Nation Repair carry a lot of debt.
Living on reserve, the members have
little equity to serve as collateral. So an
ironclad feasibility study and a business
plan were essential. They engaged the
Association to assist them with both.
The study is now complete and the
plan nearly so. Both confirm that what
Fox and the others aspire to do is viable,
and over the long term, may create additional training and job opportunities
for Muskoday.
That is a lot of hoops for one small
business! It’s hard to imagine any bunch
of mechanics putting up with it.
Luckily, though, Fox has 11 years
of experience working for Revenue
Canada. (“I’m used to reading and
filling out forms,” he says.) The others
have come around fast, as well. Together
they’re very capably setting their agendas, running meetings, keeping minutes,
and valuing each other’s insights and
suggestions. You’ve heard that two heads
are better than one? They’ve discovered
that seven heads are better still.
So all the careful training and
research have been worth it. With the
support of Muskoday First Nation the
group hopes to access funds available
to sponsor First Nations economic
development and a lender committed to
assisting First Nations business development.
The painstaking preparation seems
to pay off for co-ops all over, too. They
have a survival rate that is TWICE that
of private companies.
Why would that be? Well, because
together, we’re stronger, right? •
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Turtle Park
Birthday Bash
Birthdays are special events at Turtle
Park Co-operative Child Care Centre.
The children always gather round for
cake and the “Happy Birthday” song.
With 56 children enrolled at Turtle
Park’s location on 20th Avenue in Regina,
and 34 more at its satellite “Gator Park”
on Lakeview, hardly a week passes
without a birthday to celebrate. That’s
not even counting the 80 children who
attend before- and after-school programs there.
But 40th Birthday parties are pretty
rare. So when Turtle Park itself turned
40 last July, it was quite a splash.
Courtesy of the Co-operators and the
City of Regina, there were balloons and
face-painting, cake and hotdogs. Visitors
leafed through scrapbooks, doing their
best to identify people who attended
or worked at the Centre in the past two
generations.
The biggest treat by far was the conversation. With programming available
for children as young as 18 months and
as old as 12 years, Turtle Park can play a
huge role in a person’s life.

“Turtle Park was such a big part of
our lives,” two parents recalled. “We
would not have missed it for anything!”
Their son, who started at Turtle Park as
a toddler back in the 1990s, is now 20.
Another well-wisher had attended
Turtle Park in the 1980s. He brought his
family along to the celebration. Now he
sends his daughter to Turtle Park.
A thunderstorm prevented Bev
Leung from getting to the party. That
was unfortunate, because her memories
of Turtle Park go right back to the
1970s, when she was a caregiver there.
It functioned then as it does now: as a
little community in which families pitch
in as employees do, to create a space
where children can flourish while one or
both parents work.
This may not sound all that “revolutionary” today, but back in 1975 it
was. At that time Candy Panzer, Barb
Baldwin, and Louise Murray got
together to found a co-op that would
enable women to take a job, while
offering their children something more
than just a place to run around. There

would be structure in their day – not a
lot, just enough to allow every child to
exercise curiosity and creativity, as well
as kindness, listening, sharing, and other
social skills.
That environment of mutual respect
extended to the adults, too. “Everyone
felt they were part of the family from
the moment they walked in the door,”
Bev recalls. Parents sat on the board – a
provincial requirement, which Turtle
Park had no trouble fulfilling. Parents
also cleaned the toys and came forward
with whatever the child care needed,
from furniture to egg cartons.
The family spirit ensured that Turtle
Park had one more distinctive quality
that it retains to this day: a low staff
turnover. While the work has never
been well-paid, the Centre was and
remains a place where caregivers stay for
years. The employee selection process is
exacting, but the director is supportive,
so caregivers know their efforts are
valued. Their job satisfaction adds an essential, if “subliminal” degree of stability
and certainty to children’s lives.
Such an environment is bound to
make people talk. Maybe that explains
why you are unlikely ever to see an
advertisement for the Centre, apart from
its website (http://turtleparkchildcare.
com). All families come to Turtle Park
because of what other parents have told

them – or because of what they remember from their own childhoods.
It certainly had an effect on Bev. After
her time at Turtle Park, Bev went on to
run her own in-home daycare for over
30 years. She sought to create the same
welcoming, exploratory, safe place that
she experienced at Turtle Park. Carrying
on the tradition, as it were.
The total number of children served
by Turtle Park over the years now
exceeds 5,000, easy. That’s a community
bigger than Flin Flon. Currently, there is
a three-and-a-half year waiting list, up
from a 2-year wait back in 2010.
So what if you just moved to Regina
and are starting a family? Well, add your
name to the waiting list the day you
bring Junior home. What if you already
have toddlers? That’s tougher. The additional licensed daycare spaces that the
Province recently promised to subsidize
will certainly help.
Alternatively, if it’s quality childcare
you’re after, why not do as Candy,
Barb, and Louise did back in 1974? Get
together with other like-minded parents
and make it happen.
You’d be in good company. Over
100 childcare co-operatives are now in
action across Saskatchewan, making
good things happen for children at the
right time, in the right place, for as long
as it takes. •
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